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Robotizing 
the printing 
industry

Revolutionize sheet-cutting 
with robot-automation

The Yaskawa Levanto sheet-cutter robot eliminates the heavy lifts 
and increases the productivity and production capacity dramatically
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Yaskawa Levanto eliminates many heavy lifts 
and demonstrates that it is not only human 
beings who can air and separate printed 
sheets perfect at a sheet-cutter line. Yaskawa 
Levanto has a careful human touch and lifts 
much more – without ever being tired.
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 Yaskawa Levanto revolutionizes sheet-cutting
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The pallet is positioned on the Yaskawa Levanto via the conveyor.

The scanner reads the pile surface 
topography with an optical reader. 
The registration is made, when the 
pallet is positioned correctly in the 
lifting table.

The pile surface topography is scanned digitally with a new patented measuring 
process. 
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The ream is lifted carefully and the 
sheets are aired and separated. 
After being vibrated into perfect 
register the stack is transported 
automatically to a position next to 
the operator. 

The pallet is positioned on the Yaskawa Levanto via the conveyor.

The grippers twist, airs and separates 
the ream of sheets decided by the 
operator.

Yaskawa Levanto’s basic movement pattern is pre- 
programmed, but the skilled and experienced operator 
decides parameters like ream and stack thicknesses, 
twisting angle, airing intensity etc from the Yaskawa 
Cockpit touch-screen PC.
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The skilled operator controls the robot’s ream han-
dling movements via the Yaskawa Cockpit touch-
screen PC. This is unique and revolutionary, because 
industrial robots normally are totally pre-programmed, 
preventing any operator interference.

CORRECT REAM HANDLING 
Correct ream handling is fundamental for a perfect 
result. Each new job is based on different sheet quali-
ties and new images with different positions, so the pile 
surface topography of each new job differs. Yaskawa 
Levanto’s topography scanner guides the robot move-
ments based on the registered scanning data.

THE WORKING PROCESS 
The working process starts with the pallet in the lifting 
table. The pile topography is scanned and based on 
the operator’s decision a ream is separated from the 
pile by the grippers, the corners twisted diagonally 
and the sheets are aired and separated. The ream 
is moved to the vibration table, vibrated into perfect 
register and then automatically transported to the 
sheet-cutter side-table within reach of the operator.

SIMPLE AND GENIUS
Everything is performed with a speed decided by the 
operator. A simple and genius concept.

TWISTING, AIRING AND SEPARATING
The grippers perform a patented diagonal twisting of 
both corners of the ream, which generates a perfect 
airing and separation of all sheets in the ream.

THE REAM IS LIFTED AWAY FROM THE TOP OF 
THE PILE After airing and separating the sheets, the 
ream is moved smoothly to the vibration table.

REMOVAL OF WASTE SHEETS 
Based on inserted taps Yaskawa Levanto moves waste to 
a waste container and detects different jobs in the pile.

CONTROL VIA THE COCKPIT TOUCH-SCREEN
Via the user friendly Cockpit touch-screen PC the oper-
ator controls the sheet handling based on his knowl-
edge and experience.
.

The skilled operator decides parameters like ream thickness, twisting 
angle, airing intensity etc from the Yaskawa Levanto touch-screen PC
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BACK-PLATE WITH AIR-NOZZLES Air can be 
blown between the sheets with a specially designed 
back-plate with segmented air-nozzles. The blowing 
capacity can be adjusted by the operator.

VIBRATION TABLE WITH VIBRATING “CLAP-TREES” 
Vibration intensity and frequency are adjusted from the 
touch-screen. The vibrating clap-trees on the 2 outer 
sides of the stack push all sheets into correct register.

REAM FEEDING/INTEGRATED TURNING
The ream is turned upside down, when it is fed from 
the backside of the vibration table. This eliminates a 
pile-turning, which is a great advantage for f.ex. maga-
zine cover printers.

CONVENTIONAL REAM FEEDING
The vibration table is turned 180° so the robot, 
positioned behind the table, feeds the ream from 
the front in the same way the operator does. 

Robotized airing, separation, lifting 
and ream transportation eliminates 
all the operator’s heavy and 
unhealthy working activities and 
directs all focus towards efficient 
sheet-cutting. 
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1  CONVEYOR
New pallets are supplied to the lifting 
table by the upper conveyor while the 
empty ones are removed via the lower 
conveyor
 

2  LIFTING TABLE
Yaskawa’s specially designed lifting 
table is available in various heights 
depending on the offset presses deliv-
ery pile heights.
 

3  MOTOMAN SDA 20
The dual-arm Motoman SDA 20 robot 
is installed on a socket with vertical 
movements. For safety reasons the 
robot is installed behind the vibration 
table, which consequently gives an 
operator free access from the front 
side. The dual-arm Motoman SDA 20 
is required for handling flexible sub-
strates

4  VIBRATION TABLE
The Yaskawa Cockpit touch-screen 

PC controls the stack height, vibration 
intensity and frequency and separation 
air intensity of the vibration table.
 

5  TURNTABLE
The vibration table is installed on a 
turntable so it can be fed from both 
front and back. Front-feeding is for 
conventional feeding, while back 
feeding provides an integrated turning 
of the ream.

6  TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
The finished stack is automatical-
ly transported out of the vibration 
table, and via a middle storage-table 
delivered to the side-table next to 
the sheet-cutter – within reach of the 
operator.

7  COCKPIT TOUCH-SCREEN 
AND PC
The operator controls a variety of job 
parameters and settings for both the 
robot and the vibration table using an 

interactive Yaskawa Cockpit touch-
screen and PC installed next to the 
operator.
 

8  CONTROL CABINET
Yaskawa Levanto has the control 
cabinets for the robot and equipment 
installed easily accessible under the 
storage table.
 

9  SHEET-CUTTER
Yaskawa Levanto has no direct inter-
face to the sheet-cutter so it functions 
well with all well-known sheet-cutter 
brands. If required Yaskawa Levanto 
can be supplied with a sheet-cutter

10  WASTE CONTAINER
If waste sheets are properly marked 
with tabs Yaskawa Levanto can remo-
ve waste to a container installed close 
to the robot.

Some elements might be optional

The automated elements of the Yaskawa Levanto robot-cell
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CHECK OUT THE VIDEO
See how Yaskawa Levanto functions in a real production environment with a 
Polar 137 sheet-cutter.
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POUL MIKKELSEN, STIBO GRAPHIC AS, 
HORSENS, DENMARK

We embrace innovation 
and automation

”Yaskawa Levanto has increased our 
production capacity and reduced the 
number of man-hours with 50%.”

At Stibo Graphic we are constantly pursuing new tech-
nologies to be a leader in innovations which improve the 
productivity and working conditions for the employees.
We established a close contact to Yaskawa, The Danish 
Technological Institute and Cool Graphics early in the 
development process of Yaskawa Levanto and have 
contributed with our experiences and knowledge to 
develop a unique robotic system. Our operators find it 
extremely efficient and convenient that the monotone 
and heavy part of the sheet-cutting process has been 
robotized, which makes the daily work easier and more 
productive! 
Our new knowledge about how robotization can remove 
heavy lifts and increase the productivity has made us 
evaluate our total production process in a totally new 
and unique way.

Yaskawa Levanto contains of the dual-arm Motoman 
SDA 20 robot, grippers, socket, lifting- and vibra-
tion-tables as well as the Yaskawa Cockpit touch-
screen and PC.

The Yaskawa Levanto robot-cell 
Robot plus socket
Controlled axes 18
Payload 30 kg
Max sheet-size 76*106 cm
Min sheet-size 50*70 cm
Max ream thickness 40 mm
Robot+socket weight 800 kg
Control system Yaskawa
Lifting table
Max sheet-size 76*106 cm
Height, pallet+pile 135 cm
Vibration table 
Max sheet-size 80*114 cm
Max stack-height 16 cm 

Yaskawa Levanto specifications OPTIONS
The conveyor system increases the productivity by means 
of the automatic pallet change. New pallets are fed via the 
upper conveyor while the empty ones are removed via the 
lower conveyor. The single operator must not stop the cut-
ting process to change pallets.
The turntable For safety reasons the Motoman SDA 20 
robot is installed behind the vibration table. This allows for 
a smooth change between robot- and operator feeding of 
the vibration table. Without the turntable the robot-feeding 
is always from the back-side with an integrated ream turning 
orientation. The turntable turns the vibration table 180° and 
allows a conventional ream feeding from the front side.
LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBILITIES
The handling conditions of printed sheets depend of quality 
of the substrate, fiber-direction, spray-powder, printing inks, 
dampening water, coatings and pile temperature, friction 
and relative humidity – just to mention some parameters. 
The limitations in handling conditions and required drying 
time, which applies to manual pile handling also applies to 
robotic pile-handling. Automation does not eliminate printing 
related limitations, but automation helps to recognize where 
printing related limitations occur and makes it possible to 
address and solve specific problems. If a skilled operator 
can solve the problem manually he can normally also solve 
the problem via Yaskawa’s Cockpit touch-screen and PC.

– We are convinced that an efficient robotization with 
a direct cooperation between operators and robots 
are the future, states Poul Mikkelsen, Technical 
director at Stibo Graphic AS.

Under normal production conditions the capacity is 
approximately 4 pallets per hour (40”/3B, pile height of 90 cm).
Production capacity depends on substrate, image and general 
conditions in the pile (temperature, humidity etc)
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ALWAYS HIGHEST QUALITY 
Yaskawa is a world leading manufacturer of 
frequency converters, el- and servomotors, 
control systems and industry robots. Over 
the past 100 years the company philosophy 
is based on: always highest quality. This 
philosophy has made Yaskawa a progressive, 
successful global company within motion 
control and robotized automation.
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YASKAWA
Yaskawa Electric Corporation was founded in 1915 
and with sales (2015) exceeding 4 Billion Euros, 
Yaskawa is today one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers of frequency converters, el- and 
servomotors, control systems and industrial robots 
branded Motoman.

Yaskawa is the world’s leading manufacturer of 
industrial dual-arm robots, and with more than 
330,000 installed robots and a yearly production 
(2015) of approx. 25,000 robots, Yaskawa is one of 
the world’s biggest robot manufacturers. 

www.yaskawa.eu.com 
www.yaskawa.co.jp

Serving Society with Innovative Technologies

GRAPHIC ROBOTICS
Graphic Robotics is a company specialized in R&D, 
production, marketing and support of Yaskawa’s 
industrial robots for the printing industry. 

Graphic Robotics was established in July 2016 by 
partners participating in the development of Yaskawa 
Levanto, which is the first robot system in Graphic 
Robotics product line.

Yaskawa Levanto is developed by Yaskawa Nordic in 
in close a cooperation with The Danish Technological 
Institute, Cool Graphics and specialized companies 
within robot-system R&D and manufacturing. 
 
Our systems have, through a network of local graphic 
organizations, qualified service and support around 
the clock.

www.graphicrobotics.com 

INFORMATION
Graphic Robotics Aps 
Henrik Christiansen, President/CEO
hch@graphicrobotics.com
+45 3133 2012
+46 760 174880


